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Abstract 

Scalability and ease of use has been one of the major reasons behind the popularity of  

NoSQL storage systems. Flexibility and scalability of NoSQL databases are major cause for 

adoption and popularity. Unfortunately, they lack the security measures and awareness that 

are required for data protection. The global exposure of these applications makes them prone 

to the attacks because of presence of vulnerabilities. These security vulnerabilities continue 

to infect the web applications through injection attacks thus enabling the attackers to attack 

on the database by injecting malicious code into the statements passed to the database 

because the new data models and query formats of NoSQL data which in turn makes the 

attack divergent. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

     Database security has been one of the most critical aspects of application security. Lack of 

suitable security systems make it convenient for the attackers to get control over critical data 

by accessing the database. Recently, the NoSQL databases have become more and more 

popular because NoSQL databases provide looser consistency restrictions than traditional 

SQL databases do. NoSQL databases often offer performance and scaling benefits by 

requiring fewer relational constraints and consistency checks. This enables att ackers to do 

almost anything with the data, including accessing unauthorized data and altering, deleting, 

and inserting data. Example of such attack is SQL injection is a code injection technique that 

is used to attack data driven applications, in which malicious SQL statements are inserted 

into an entry field for execution. The malicious user can use SQL commands insert to the 

Web form submission or enter the domain name to achieve the purpose of tricking the server 

to execute malicious SQL commands. This gives the attacker freedom to perform any 

unwanted operations like accessing unauthorized data, deleting, altering or inserting data.     
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     NoSQL (not only SQL) is a trending term in modern data stores; it refers to nonrelational 

databases that rely on diff erent storage mechanisms such as document store, key-value store, 

and graph. NoSQL is a wide class of database management systems that are not traditional 

relational database management systems. They do not use SQL language as the primary 

query language, nor do they typically require fixed table schemas. NoSQL database system 

allows a user to change data attributes at any time, and data can be added anywhere. Various 

storage mechanisms such as document store, key-value store, and graph are used by NoSQL 

databases.  The wide adoption of these databases has been facilitated by the new 

requirements of modern large-scale applications, such as Facebook, Amazon, and Twitter, 

which need to distribute data across a huge number of servers. One of the biggest advantages 

is the ability to change attributes because of the weakening of structural, so modification 

process is very convenient.   

    Indeed, the popularity of NoSQL databases has grown consistently over the past several 

years due to it's key factors. Among the 10 most popular databases MongoDB is fourth 

ranking database. In this article, we provide analysis of NoSQL threats and their mitigation 

mechanisms.   

      
2. NoSQL FRAGILITY 

 
     NoSQL is vulnerable the same way SQL databases are vulnerable. Some attacks which are 

relevant in SQL databases become obsolete in NoSQL databases. Like almost every new 

technology, NoSQL databases lacked security when they first emerged. NoSQL databases are 

not fully secured in all aspects. NoSQL databases afflicted by  deficiency of encryption, 

appropriate authentication, role management. The poor programming/coding practice leads to 

vulnerabilities. For example, vulnerability like loopholes attract the attacker to customize 

attacks. The attacker can plan a particular attack according to the specific vulnerability 

present in the application. NoSQL databases are supported by web 2.0 companies which are 

Amazon and Google Only. 

  

3. NoSQL INJECTION BLITZ 

 

     NoSQL injections enable an attacker to inject code into the query that would be 

executed by the database. These flaws are introduced when software developers create 

dynamic database queries that include user supplied input. These attacks are broadly 

categorized into five types:- 

 

3.1 Union Query 

An attacker injects an UNION SELECT to trick the application into returning data from a 

table different from the one that was intended. Here is a common form using a single 

quote for this attack: 

 

normal SQL statement + "semi-colon" + UNION SELECT <rest of injected query>. 
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3.2 Tautologies 

 An attacker injects a query that always evaluates to true for entries in the database to bypass 

authentication, identify injectable parameters, or extract data. For example: 

 

Username known 

Input (username): jdoe' or '1'='1-- 

Sql: SELECT * FROM students WHERE username = 'jdoe' or '1'='1' -- AND password =  

Result: All students are retrieved. 

Both username and password not known 

Input (username): ' or '' = ' 

Input (password): ' or '' = ' 

Sql: select * from students where username = '' or '' = '' and password = '' or '' = '' 

Result: All students are retrieved. 

3.3 PiggyBacked Queries 

 An attacker injects additional queries into the original query to extract data, add or modify 

data, perform denial of service, or execute remote commands. In this scenario, the attacker 

does not intend to modify the original intended query but to include new queries that piggy-

backon the original query. As a result, the DBMS receives multiple SQL queries. The first is 

the normal query which is executed normally, while the subsequent ones are executed to 

satisfy the attack. Here is a common form using a query delimiter (;) for this attack: 

normal SQL statement + ";" + INSERT (or UPDATE, DELETE, DROP) <rest of injected 

query> 

3.4 Stored Procedures:  

When a normal SQL statement (i.e., SELECT) is created as a stored procedure, an attacker 

can inject another stored procedure as a replacement for a normal stored procedure to 

performing privilege escalation, create denial of service, or execute remote commands. Here 

is a common form using a query delimiter (;) and the "SHUTDOWN" store procedure for this 

attack: 

normal SQL statement + "; SHUTDOWN; " <rest of injected query> 

3.5 Javascript injection 

Javascript injection allows you to change websites behavior without refreshing or leaving it. 

It provides on spot interaction with the source code of website from browser window. 

Javascript script might come really handy when you are hacking basic websites. 

Javascript injection allows you to alter the form values before sending it to server. 

In Javascript injection, javascript codes are injected from address bar of the browser window. 

In this tutorial we’ll go through the basics of javascript injection, if you are javascript expert 

then it might be below your knowledge. However freshers might find it interesting and 

informative. To command any javascript code to your browser you must inform it that its 

javascript. It can be done by adding “Javascript:”(without quotes) just before your code. 
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Below is the sample code to input in your browser. 

Javascript: alert("Welcome to yahoo.com"); 
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4. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 

 
 

 

5. MITIGATION 

 
An SQL injection is a well known attack and easily prevented by simple measures. Web sites 

that interface with databases are particularly vulnerable to SQL injection because they often 

rely on dynamic SQL, so Databases  are the integral part of web application. Mitigating  

security risks in NoSQL deployments is major  part of different attacks we present in this 

paper. Unfortunately, code analysis of the application layer alone is not adequate to ensure 

that all risks are mitigated. 

 

Let us scrutinize a few recommendations for each of the threats: 

 Prepared statements with parameterized queries: Prepared statements should be used 

instead of building dynamic queries using string concatenation. 

 Strong JSON structure queries  

 Input Validation: Validate inputs to detect malicious values. For NoSQL databases, 

also validate input types against expected types 

 Principle of least privilege: To minimize the potential damage of a successful 

injection attack, do not assign DBA or admin type access rights to your application 

accounts. Similarly minimize the privileges of the operating system account that 

the database process runs under. 
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The two phases of  mitigation presented by us are:  

  

5.1 Development And Testing 

In this, we consider the threats involved in the software development lifecycle of our online 

shopping website. The various attacked modules will be mitigated by using the following 

techniques 

 Looking closely through the design aspects such as what need to be protected and 

how will this occur. 

 Using best practices of code like strong JSON structure, proper validation, prepared 

statement etc. 

 Spreading awareness among the developers so that they are less likely to portray 

weaknesses in their code 

 Running dynamic and static security testing so as to detect the vulnerabilities in code 

for injection attacks. We will run various test cases to check the performance of the 

tester. 

 

 

5.2  Monitoring And Attack Detection 

 A look at the importance of adopting intrusion detection systems will be shown. 

 
6. CONCLUSION 

We examined various threats that are vulnerable to the database. Different ways to tackle 

those attacks are discussed. In  order to protect  the database from these attacks some 

mitigation techniques are proposed which are Dynamic Application Security Testing 

(DAST). We will be using prepared statement and validation as a solution for mitigation of 

NoSQL injection. 
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